FACT SHEET

HP and Microsoft Introduce New Tools
for Frontline Channel Partners

Overview
HP and Microsoft Corp. announced new partner readiness and selling tools to help
Frontline channel partners accelerate their HP and Microsoft solutions business.
business The
sales tools available include:
— Significantly
nificantly enhanced channel incentives to support the sale of joint data
center solutions;
— Access in more countries to free online sales and technical training, including a
hands-on
on virtualization lab training for partners to make their customer
deployment experience seamless;
— A new
ew storage infrastructure virtualization marketing campaign, which includes
a business continuity event-in-a-box,
event
combined with $5,000 in co-marketing
co
funds fo
or each partner who commits to the Frontline Partnership Datacenter
solutions.
ions.
AMA Inc., a Frontline channel partner based in Canada that designs, deploys and
manages internet
nternet-centric virtual workplace solutions,, leverages the sales tools to
help companies extend application and document access to employees, partners
and clients via the web.

Editorial Contacts

“AMA is committed to growing our virtualization business with Microsoft together
with Citrix
ix and HP,” said Daniel Cheng, president, AMA. “The Frontline resources
give us the marketing and technical tools we need to accelerate AMA’s HP-based
Microsoft solutions business.”
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More information on the Frontline channel partner campaigns and how to
participate is available at http://www.hpmspartners.com/.
http://www.hpmspartners.com/
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More information about the HP and Microsoft agreement
eement is available at
www.hp.com/go/microsoft/infra2apps
www.hp.com/go/microsoft/infra2apps.
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About Microsoft
Founded in 1975, Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT”)) is the worldwide leader in software,
services and solutions that help people and businesses
businesses realize their full potential.

About HP
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people,
businesses, governments and society. The world
world’ss largest technology company, HP
brings together a portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software,
services and IT infrastructure to solve customer problems. More information about
HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available at http://www.hp.com.
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results; and other risks that
are described in HP’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended April 30, 201
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and Exchange Commission,
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fi
year ended October 31, 2009. HP
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forward-looking statements.
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